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Abstract

Variation in host species composition can dramatically alter parasite transmission in natural communities. Whether diverse
host communities dilute or amplify parasite transmission is thought to depend critically on species traits, particularly on
how hosts affect each other’s densities, and their relative competency as hosts. Here we studied a community of potential
hosts and/or decoys (i.e. non-competent hosts) for two trematode parasite species, Echinostoma trivolvis and Ribeiroia
ondatrae, which commonly infect wildlife across North America. We manipulated the density of a focal host (green frog
tadpoles, Rana clamitans), in concert with manipulating the diversity of alternative species, to simulate communities where
alternative species either (1) replace the focal host species so that the total number of individuals remains constant
(substitution) or (2) add to total host density (addition). For E. trivolvis, we found that total parasite transmission remained
roughly equal (or perhaps decreased slightly) when alternative species replaced focal host individuals, but parasite
transmission was higher when alternative species were added to a community without replacing focal host individuals.
Given the alternative species were roughly equal in competency, these results are consistent with current theory.
Remarkably, both total tadpole and per-capita tadpole infection intensity by E. trivolvis increased with increasing
intraspecific host density. For R. ondatrae, alternative species did not function as effective decoys or hosts for parasite
infective stages, and the diversity and density treatments did not produce clear changes in parasite transmission, although
high tank to tank variation in R. ondatrae infection could have obscured patterns.
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Introduction

The composition of the ecological community in which a

parasite species and its hosts are embedded can dramatically

influence transmission dynamics, but there is still debate about the

balance among mechanisms that determine transmission. Recent

studies suggest that how host species assemble or disassemble in a

community, and more specifically, how the members of a diverse

community differ in abundance from the members of a less diverse

community, are critical in determining how parasite transmission

will change following biodiversity loss (Figure 1A, horizontal axis;

[1–4]). Thus, understanding the impact of changing host densities

is an important step in being able to understand the expected

impacts of biodiversity loss on parasite dynamics. On one hand,

the presence of a more diverse host species community may reduce

the population sizes of some of the hosts (‘‘substitution’’), especially

if the hosts are functionally similar (i.e. at the same trophic level) or

if one host preys upon the other. Hall et al. [5] provided evidence

for resource competition among several species of Daphnia that

act as hosts (of varying competency) for a fungal pathogen in lakes,

and reported negative correlations in abundance of the host

species in the field. Similarly, some of the amphibian hosts (e.g.,

Ambystoma salamanders, newts) of trematodes may prey on other

amphibian hosts (anuran larvae), reducing their density [6].

Functionally similar non-host species may also change the density

of a host species through resource competition or other

mechanisms [7,8] – i.e. susceptible host regulation sensu [9].

However, if hosts are unlikely to require the same resources or

share predators, or are mutualists, we might expect the presence of

more host species to equate to more total host individuals

(‘‘additivity’’ or even ‘‘synergism’’, Figure 1A). For example,

Fasciola hepatica Linnaeus 1758 is a trematode that infects

livestock, wild ruminants, rodents, and humans as definitive hosts

[10,11]. Many of these species are only weakly connected in food

webs, and thus changes to community composition of these hosts

may result in additive changes in host density. Similarly,

Gongylonema pulchrum Molin 1857 is a nematode that can use

a very wide array of species as definitive hosts, including monkeys,

bears, rabbits, rodents, deer, sheep, cattle, and pigs [12].

Surprisingly, even the abundance of species that are putative

competitors may be largely independent, as appears to be the case

for the granivorous/omnivorous rodents that serve as key hosts for

the Lyme Disease bacterium in the Northeastern USA [13].

Transmission must be a product of both the density and

competency of each host, and a reduction of parasite transmission

in systems with high host diversity (i.e., a dilution effect) depends

on variation in host competency (vertical axis of Figure 1A; [3,14–

16]). In general, high competency hosts may be the most likely

species to persist in disturbed, low diversity habitats, if there is a

trade-off between ‘‘weedy’’ life history traits that favor persistence
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Figure 1. A conceptual model of the effects of hosts’ density and competency on parasite transmission, our experimental design
depicted graphically, and some predictions. A) If we imagine starting with a single host species J, and add to it a second host species K, the
horizontal axis describes the range of possibilities in terms of their eventual densities. For example, resource competition or predator-prey
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and decreased immune function that readily permits infection [17–

22] (but see [23–25]). Moreover, differences in host species

composition can impact parasite transmission via encounter

reduction ([9]). Some species may absorb parasite infective stages,

whether or not they themselves get infected, reducing encounters

between the most competent hosts and parasites. Encounter

reduction should have the strongest effect when the species

intercepting parasites have low or no competency (Figure 1A,

black arrows). If common, these trade-offs would suggest

increasing diversity should routinely be correlated with decreasing

community competence. Johnson et al. [26] demonstrated that

among a large set of ponds in California, the amphibian species

that serves as the most competent second intermediate host for

Ribeiroia ondatrae Looss 1907 tends to persist in ponds across the

species diversity gradient, but exists at lower densities when many

other species are present. Correspondingly, parasite infection

across all host species was highest in low diversity communities

dominated by the most competent host. Similar patterns have

been seen in viral infection dynamics in California grassland

systems, with non-random community disassembly contributing to

dominance of highly-competent viral hosts [27]. Whether it turns

out, across studies of diverse systems and taxa, that low diversity

host communities are often nested subsets that contain the most

competent hosts from higher diversity communities awaits further

investigation [3,16].

However, the simple linear increase in contact rate with

increasing host density assumed by most disease models (and our

predictions in Figure 1A) may not be appropriate for some disease

systems, potentially including trematodes [28–31]. Predicting how

total transmission among all hosts should change with host

diversity may be less clear if contact rate is a non-linear function of

host density [4]. For example, some trematodes release more

cercariae infective stages when their current first intermediate

hosts are in the presence of more second intermediate hosts

[32,33]. Also, if parasite infective stages are more or less uniformly

distributed in space, some may never be near enough to a host to

cause an infection – but with greater host abundance, more

infective stages will be near hosts, and per-capita infection rates

may not decline with greater host abundance; the additional hosts

just intercept parasites that otherwise would have been ‘‘wasted’’.

Lastly, the infection success of individual parasites may decrease at

high ratios of parasites to hosts [34], and if so, more abundant

hosts would reduce the ratio of parasite to hosts, and increases

parasite success rate.

Here we simultaneously studied the trematodes Echinostoma
trivolvis Rudolphi 1809 and Ribeiroia ondatrae, both common

parasites in the U.S. that can use amphibians as second

intermediate hosts and that can induce pathology in their hosts

[35–40]. To parse out the effects of host density and diversity on

parasite transmission, we created treatments simulating both

additive and substitutive changes in host community composition

with increasing diversity. We built on prior work, by using a suite

of alternative species (snails) that were at extreme ends of the

spectrum for host competency; for E. trivolvis, our alternative snail

hosts were roughly equivalent in competence compared to the

focal tadpole host, and for R. ondatrae the alternative snail species

were potential decoys but not competent hosts. Moreover, we

focus not just on transmission to the focal host, but on community-

wide transmission to all of the potential species, that is, the

trematode component population found in all second intermediate

hosts. We found that for E. trivolvis, total parasite transmission

among all host species was higher when hosts assembled

additively, but remained essentially constant when hosts assembled

substitutively. For R. ondatrae, there were no clear changes in

transmission in response to the presence of other species or to

changes in focal host density. We therefore observed that

transmission was a complex function of host diversity, density,

and competence, yet predictable based on existing theory.

Materials and Methods

Study system
Digenetic trematodes are a diverse group of parasitic flatworms

that infect all vertebrate classes, but for the majority of species,

little is known. However, both E. trivolvis (hereafter ET) and R.
ondatrae (hereafter RO), the trematode responsible for many frog

limb malformations [35,36], have been well-studied and have

become models for understanding ecological effects in host-

parasite systems [41–43]. Both ET and RO infect three successive

hosts. Sexual reproduction occurs within the definitive host, and

eggs exit the definitive host in feces. Eggs that fall into water hatch

into short-lived, free-swimming miracidia. Miracidia penetrate

and infect pond snails as first-intermediate hosts. Within infected

snails, the trematode undergoes an embryonic amplification via

multiple intramolluscan stages (i.e. sporocysts/rediae) that results

in the production of thousands of free-living cercariae. Cercariae

emerge from the snail, and then seek, penetrate and form cysts

(metacercariae) in second intermediate hosts (e.g., tadpoles or fish

for RO; tadpoles, snails, or other invertebrates for ET). The life

cycle is completed when an infected second intermediate host is

ingested by a definitive host, in which the parasite excysts and

develops into an adult worm. RO adults are found mainly in

herons and raptors [36]. While ET was historically thought to

have a wide variety of definitive mammalian and avian hosts [44],

molecular analysis suggests there are cryptic lineages within the

genus Echinostoma in North America [45], and the definitive host

specificity within each lineage has yet to be determined. In these

experiments, we used E. trivolvis lineage a (hereafter ‘‘ETa’’;

[45]), which uses Helisoma trivolvis Say 1817 snails as its first

intermediate host (as does RO).

interactions might lead to K extirpating J (‘‘replacement’’), or coexisting at reduced densities (‘‘substitutive’’). If J and K are largely independent, the
introduction of K might leave the density of J unchanged (‘‘additive’’). If J and K are mutualists directly or indirectly, J may increase in abundance after
the introduction of K (‘‘synergism’’). The y-axis describes the range of potential differences in host competency between species J and K. The
graphical space thus represents all possible combinations of density effects and differences in host competency. The color indicates expected
changes (based on qualitative, conceptual understanding) to total parasite transmission, given the type of community assembly and host
competency. Black arrows represent situations where species K could have particularly strong effects on infection in species J through encounter
reduction, that is, by absorbing parasites that otherwise would have intercepted species J individuals. B) Rana tadpole and snail host/decoy density
in each treatment. Comparing R16, R24, and R48 tests the effects of tapdole density. Comparing R16 vs. RHP, and R24 vs. RH or RP, tests for host
diversity effects in communities that assemble additively. Comparing R48 vs. RHP or RH or RP tests for host diversity effects in communities that
assemble substitutively. C) The graphical space and background color are as before in panel A, but now superimposed are the experimental
situations created: substitutive and additive community assembly for RO (where alternative species are incompetent hosts), and for ETa (where
alternative species are fairly competent hosts). This graphical approach gives us clear a priori expectations for the results of the experimental design.
Asterisks indicate where experimental results coincide with these expectations.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105059.g001
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Trematodes represent a broad class of wildlife parasites with

complex life cycles involving multiple host or vector species that

operate at different spatial scales. We used ET and RO because

both species can infect and cause pathology in amphibians and

they often co-occur in nature [6,46]. In addition, they provide

examples of broader (ET) and narrower (RO) second intermediate

host specificity in our experiments.

Experimental design
Our main objective was to examine the effects of host diversity

and community composition on parasitism by two larval

trematode species that differ in second intermediate host

specificity. We manipulated second intermediate host diversity,

and density of a focal host (larval green frogs, Rana clamitans
Latreile 1801), with six treatments: 16, 24 or 48 Rana tadpoles

alone (R16, R24, R48), 24 Rana tadpoles plus 24 Helisoma snails

(RH), 24 Rana tadpoles plus 24 Physa gyrina Say 1821 (hereafter

Physa) snails (RP) and a final three species treatment with 16 Rana
tadpoles, 16 Physa snails and 16 Helisoma snails (RHP)

(Figure 1B). For ETa, the snail species represented viable

alternative hosts. For RO, which does not infect snails as

second-intermediate hosts, the snail species represented potential

decoys, rather than alternative competent hosts, for cercariae.

Trematode cercariae have often been noted to penetrate dead-end

or decoy species (see [47] for a review), even including plants [48].

By comparing treatments R24 with RH or RP, we could assess

host diversity effects for ETa infection if species assemble

additively (that is, when having more species also means having

more total individuals – Figure 1B). By comparing R48 with RH,

RP, or RHP, we could assess host diversity effects for ETa

infection if species assemble substitutively. In contrast, for RO our

treatments simulated changes in the presence of decoys with or

without compensatory changes in focal host abundance. Each

treatment was replicated six times for a total of 36 mesocosms.

Mesocosms were 1000 L outdoor cattle-watering tanks (bottom

area of 2.0 m2) placed at Virginia Tech’s Kentland Farm,

Montgomery County, Virginia. Tanks were filled with well water

and 200 g of dry, mixed-hardwood leaf litter was added to each

tank (9 Jul 2010). Shade-cloth lids were affixed over the tanks to

discourage entry or exit of organisms.

Parts of three Rana egg masses were collected from a pond near

the tanks (16 and 18 Jun 2010) and reared in a separate tank until

the experiment began. The three potential second intermediate

host species, Rana, Helisoma and Physa, were all added to the

tanks on 28 Jul 2010. Tadpoles averaged 96 mg wet weight (657;

1 SD) and were mostly Gosner stage 25 (range 25–27; [49]).

Helisoma snails initially averaged 9.861.73 mm shell diameter

and 9.964.4 mg shell-less dry weight, while Physa snails initially

averaged 6.261.6 mm shell height and 2.261.9 mg shell-less dry

weight (mean61 SD for each measurement). These snails were

raised in outdoor mesocosms from eggs and thus had no possibility

of being infected by trematodes before the experiment started.

Helisoma snails (17.563.0 (1 SD) mm shell diameter) that were

naturally infected as first-intermediate hosts of either ETa or RO

and were actively shedding cercariae were collected from a

different pond in Montgomery County, Virginia, for use as sources

of cercariae in the tanks. To reduce total parasite pressure on the

host communities in the tanks, only half of the cattle tanks had an

infected snail on any given day, which meant that we used a total

of 18 infected first-intermediate host snails in the experiment. Five

of the eighteen snails were infected with RO, and the remaining 13

were infected with ET. This ratio is close to the ratio of relative

abundance of the two parasites at our collection site at the time of

the experiment (72% ET: 28% RO in experimental tanks, 62%

ET: 38% RO in local survey; LKB unpublished data).

Infected, shedding snails were suspended in tanks in fiberglass

window screen cages (cylinders with 1 mm mesh size, 10 cm

diameter, extending 40 cm deep and 10 cm above the water’s

surface). Infected snail cages were added on 29 Jul 2010, the day

after hosts were added, and they were subsequently rotated

randomly each day from tank to tank across treatments (and with

all the tanks receiving an empty, no parasite bag every other day).

This rotation served to introduce ETa and RO into every tank,

and to account for variation in shedding rates among individual

snails. Thus, all tanks received cercariae from many different snails

over the course of the experiment, and all tanks experienced ,0.5

infected snails per day on average (0.25 infected snails/m2 per day;

similar to field densities of first intermediate trematode host

densities in local ponds: range of 0.008–1.74 infected snails/m2,

average 0.5 infected snails/m2; S. Hopkins and J. Wojdak,

unpublished data). Temporal heterogeneity in parasite presence

is also realistic, in that both snails infected as first intermediate

hosts and potential second intermediate hosts are moving in time

and space.

The experiment ended when infected snails were removed on

25 Aug 2010, a total duration of 27 days. All animals were

collected over the next three days. Tadpoles were euthanized with

buffered MS-222 and developmental stage was determined

according to [49]. Tadpoles and snails were weighed, and then

were frozen until dissection. Dissections were conducted blind with

respect to treatment, and metacercariae were enumerated (as in
[6]). This study was carried out in accordance with the

recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health, and

was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee at Virginia Tech (Protocol Number: BIOL-09-107).

Vertebrate animals (Rana clamitans egg masses) were collected

from a private pond on Virginia Tech property, and they are not a

threatened or endangered species.

Statistical Methods
Parasites are often aggregated among hosts, with many

individuals having little or no infection, and some being highly

infected (negative binomial distribution; [50]). Because we had

counts of parasites for each individual from each tank, we used

tank as a random factor to account for the correlation among

individuals in a tank – creating NB generalized linear mixed

models (NB GLMMs) with log links. Data exploration before the

analyses suggested possible zero-inflation, that is, excess zeroes

compared to a standard NB distribution [51]. For each parasite

species and host combination we determined whether including

zero-inflation improved the fit of the model; it did not improve the

fit for ETa infection in tadpoles or snails, but it did improve the fit

for RO infection in tadpoles.

Models for the number of metacercariae in Rana tadpoles

(infection intensity) contained categorical predictors for the

presence/absence of each alternative host/decoy species (Physa
and Helisoma) and an interaction term (Physa * Helisoma), tadpole

density (16, 24, or 48) and individual tadpole mass, and the

potential mass by density interaction. In the model for RO

infection in tadpoles, we also included a zero-inflation term, as

mentioned above, and included the count of ETa metacercariae as

a potential covariate because ETa metacercariae turned out to be

much more abundant than RO. Infection by ETa in Helisoma and

Physa snails was analyzed separately with NB GLMMs with log

links, with only a single treatment term comparing the RH or RP

treatment, respectively, with the RHP treatment. It is important to
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note, though, that intraspecific snail density and the presence of

the other snail species are confounded in this comparison by the

nature of the experimental design; adding density controls for all

three host species was not logistically feasible.

We used Bayesian approaches with Markov chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) methods and uninformative priors (following [52,53]) to

fit the infection intensity models. We used both Bayesian

approaches (here) and frequentist approaches (later) as a matter

of pragmatism [54], that is, to be able to work with the complexity

of zero-inflated negative binomial generalized linear mixed

models. Analyses in WinBUGS used three MCMC chains with

random starting values for the effect of tank and initial parameter

values generated from similarly structured models run in the

package glmmADMB (which uses non-linear optimization, and at

the time of analysis was still in beta-testing). Most models were run

for 200,000 draws from the posterior distribution, with a thinning

rate of 200, and a burn-in period of 100,000 draws, resulting in a

final sample of 1500 draws from the posterior distributions. The

ZINB GLMM for RO infection in tadpoles required 1,000,000

draws, a thinning rate of 500, and a burn-in period of 500,000

draws, resulting in a final sample of 1000 draws from the posterior

distribution.

Analyses from WinBUGS were assessed for convergence

visually and by using the Gelman-Rubin statistic [55]. Models

were validated by plotting Pearson residuals against predicted

values and against each covariate, and by comparing predicted

values to observed values. Mean parameter values and 95%

Bayesian credible intervals (BCIs) were calculated from the

posterior probability density of model parameters, and are often

quite similar to frequentist confidence intervals found from

maximum likelihood model fits. To draw inferences from these

models we compared 95% BCIs with zero – covariates with

parameters whose CIs did not overlap zero were considered

influential. Parameter estimates from these infection models can be

back-transformed by exponentiation (e.g., ex where e is the base of

the natural log, and x is the parameter estimate).

Tadpole survival and the prevalence of tadpole infection by

ETa and RO were analyzed with binomial generalized linear

models (GLMs) using logit links. These models included categor-

ical predictors for the presence/absence of each alternative host/

decoy species (Physa and Helisoma) and an interaction term (Physa
* Helisoma), and a term for tadpole density (16, 24, or 48), all as

fixed factors. The models also included an inflation factor to

account for overdispersion (‘‘quasi-likelihood’’ approach; [56]).

Survival of Helisoma and Physa snails was analyzed separately

with binomial generalized linear models (GLMs) with logit links,

with only a single treatment term comparing the RH or RP

treatments, respectively, with the RHP treatment. Parameter

estimates from the models with logit links can be back-transformed

by the function
ex

1z ex
where e is the base of the natural log and

x is the parameter estimate.

The (log) mass of individuals of each host species (Rana,

Helisoma, Physa) was analyzed separately with a treatment

structure similar to those above for survival, but with Gaussian

(normal) linear mixed models with identity links, using tank as a

random term to account for the dependence of individuals from

the same tank. All of the models assessing mass, infection

prevalence, and survival were validated by plotting Pearson

residuals against predicted values and against each covariate, by

comparing predicted values to observed values, and by assessing

overdispersion.

We used R version 2.15.0 [57] including packages MASS [58],

glmmADMB [59], and R2WinBUGS [60], and WinBUGS

version 1.4.3 software [61].

Results

Infection intensity among tadpoles
The number of ETa metacercariae in Rana tadpoles depended

on Rana density and tadpole mass interactively (Table S1; density

parameter = 0.027, 95% BCI (20.011, 0.061); log(mass) param-

eter = 0.996, 95% BCI (0.649, 1.369); interaction = 0.021, 95%

BCI (0.009, 0.033)) – larger tadpoles had more metacercariae

generally, but that pattern was stronger at higher tadpole densities

(Figure 2). The presence of Helisoma had no discernible effect on

the number of ETa metacercariae in tadpoles (Table S1;

parameter = 0.154, 95% BCI (20.692, 0.992); Figure 3 – bars

for Rana in R24 vs. RH), nor did the presence of Physa
(parameter = 0.412, 95% BCI (20.458, 1.257); Figure 3 – bars for

Rana in R24 vs. RP), nor did their joint presence (parameter = 2

1.030, 95% CI (22.401, 0.300); Figure 3 – bars for Rana in R16

and RHP). The aggregation parameter (alternatively called the

size or dispersion parameter, k) for the negative binomial

distribution of ETa infection intensity in tadpoles was 1.591

(95% BCI (1.398, 1.808)); as k approaches infinity a negative

binomial distribution approaches the Poisson distribution, and as k
approaches 0 the counts of parasites are maximally aggregated

among hosts. Noticeably, very few tadpoles below 0.37 g (21 on

natural log scale) wet mass had .25 parasites (Figure 2).

RO infection intensity was relatively low compared to ET, with

a mean intensity of only 4.65 metacercariae per infected tadpole,

while ETa averaged 21.7 metacercariae per infected tadpole. RO

infection did not depend strongly on snail decoy or Rana density

treatments or tadpole mass (Figure 4, Table S1: all 95% credible

intervals for those parameters overlapped zero), but great tank to

tank variability (evident in magnitude of the estimated ‘‘tank’’

factor parameter in Table S1) may have contributed to an inability

to detect treatment differences. RO infection was negatively

related to ETa infection intensity (parameter = 20.008, 95% BCI

(20.013, 20.003)). The aggregation parameter (k) for the negative

binomial model for RO infection in tadpoles was 1.124 (95% BCI

(0.849, 1.929)). The zero-inflation parameter was 0.108 (95% BCI

(,0.001, 0.153)), suggesting slightly more zeroes (i.e., uninfected

tadpoles) were observed than expected from the negative binomial

distribution.

Infection intensity among snails
Infection intensity of ETa in Helisoma did not differ markedly

among host species/density treatments or among snails of different

mass (Table S1; NB GLMM, 95% BCIs for all parameters

overlapped zero), and infection intensity of ETa in Physa only

depended strongly on snail mass, with more metacercariae in

larger snails (Table S1; NB GLMM, log (mass) parameter = 1.266,

95% BCI (0.648, 2.024)). The aggregation parameters for the

negative binomial distributions of ETa in Helisoma and Physa
were 0.565 (95% BCI (0.443, 0.723)), and 1.442 (95% BCI (1.120,

1.812)), respectively, indicating greater aggregation among

Helisoma.

Total parasite transmission among all hosts
Community-wide ETa metacercarial infection (i.e. among all

host species) depended on Rana density (Table S1); in general,

there were more cysts in communities with more tadpoles

(Figure 3; R16 vs. R24 vs. R48; parameter = 0.042, 95% BCI

(0.017, 0.070)). Increasing total host density by adding either snail

Host Diversity and Parasite Infection
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host resulted in an increase in total infection (Figure 3; RH vs R24

- Helisoma parameter = 0.627, 95% BCI (20.067, 1.348); RP vs.

R24 - Physa parameter = 0.731, 95% BCI (0.128, 1.444); custom

contrast between R16 and RHP = 0.926 (95%BCI (0.023, 1.848)).

Having both snail species present resulted in roughly equivalent

total infection as having just one snail species present (Figure 3;

RHP vs. RH/RP - interaction parameter = 20.774, 95% BCI (2

1.862, 0.291)). There was a trend towards decreasing total

infection intensity as the focal host was partially replaced by other

host species (i.e. R48 vs. RH, RP, RHP – custom contrasts

computed from posterior parameter distributions). Though for all

of these contrasts the BCIs overlapped zero, based on the posterior

distribution for the comparison between R48 and RHP, for

instance, there was an 85% probability of a decrease in parasitism

with increasing diversity (a negative value for that parameter).

There was presumably low power to discern differences from

treatment R48 because of its large variance, though this large

variance is expected because for negative binomially distributed

data the variance increases with the mean, and R48 had the

largest mean. The aggregation parameter (k) for the negative

binomial distribution of total ETa in tanks was 2.038 (95% BCI

(1.221, 3.056)).

Infection prevalence among hosts
There were no significant effects of Rana tadpole density or

host/decoy diversity on the prevalence of ETa or RO infection in

tadpoles (i.e. proportion of individuals infected; binomial GLMs;

Table S2). Overall, 91% of tadpoles were infected with ETa, and

43% were infected with RO. The prevalence of ETa infection in

Helisoma did not differ between RH and RHP treatments

(binomial GLM; Table S2; 69% overall), nor did the prevalence

of ETa infection in Physa differ between RP and RHP treatments

(binomial GLM; Table S2; 95% overall).

Host survival and mass
Tadpole survival did not depend on Rana tadpole density or

host diversity (binomial GLM; Table S2). Overall, 76% of tadpoles

survived the experiment, thus a non-trivial proportion of the total

larval trematodes that entered hosts may not have been accounted

for because of host mortality. Tadpole mass did not differ with

intraspecific density treatments or in the presence of Helisoma
snails (Gaussian GLMM; Table S2), and only showed a marginal

negative response to the presence of Physa snails (parameter

(SE) = 20.24 (0.13), t = 21.92, p = 0.064). By the end of the

experiment, the median tadpole mass was 0.366 g (60.30; 1 SD),

Figure 2. Counts of E. trivolvis metacerariae versus tadpole mass (log scaled), for the six tadpole density and host diversity
treatments. Dots are observed infection intensities in individual tadpoles, thick lines are the predicted (from NB GLMM model) infection intensity for
an animal of a given mass in that treatment, and thin lines represent 95% Bayesian credible intervals. Larger animals were more likely to be infected,
but the rate of increased infection with size depended on treatment. Note that per-capita ETa infection increased with Rana density (R16 vs. R24 vs.
R48), but was not affected by the addition of alternative hosts (RHP vs. R16, RH & RP vs. R24).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105059.g002
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and the median Gosner stage was 27 (61.4; 1 SD). There were no

significant differences in snail mass (Gaussian GLMMs; Table S2)

or survival (binomial GLMs; Table S2) between treatments with

snails (i.e. RH vs. RHP, RP vs. RHP). Overall, 92% of Helisoma
and 79% of Physa survived the experiment.

Discussion

As we consider how to interpret the results found in our

experiment, it may be profitable to start with some basic

expectations. Figure 1A shows the range of expected outcomes,

in terms of changes to parasite transmission, resulting from adding

a host species to a system already containing a single, most

competent host species. In general, when additional hosts are less

competent or cause reductions in the abundance of the primary

host, we expect a reduction in transmission (as described many

times in discussions of the dilution effect [14,26,27].

While including two trematode species with different second

intermediate host specificity complicated our experiment, it

represents a more realistic host-parasite community and provides

an interesting point of comparison. Rana, Helisoma, and Physa
are all reasonably good second intermediate hosts for ETa

[40,62,63]. Thus, for ETa we expected increasing total community

infection with additive changes in host communities, and no

change in infection (or a slight decrease due to small differences in

competency) with substitutive changes in host communities

(Figure 1C). Notably we found results concordant with these

Figure 3. E. trivolvis infection by host species, and in total, for each treatment. Means plus one standard error are reported. Shades of
purple represent the individual host taxa, while the wider gray bars represent the total of multi-species communities. Total infection increased with
Rana density (R16 vs. R24 vs. R48). There was more total infection in diverse communities when host densities were additive (R16 vs. RHP or R24 vs.
RH/RP), but equal infection in diverse communities when host densities were substitutive (RHP/RH/RP vs. R48).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105059.g003

Figure 4. R. ondatrae infection in each of the six tadpole density
and host/decoy treatments. Each point represents the total number
of metacercariae among all the animals in a single tank. The high tank
to tank variability within each treatment made detecting any potential
treatment differences difficult.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0105059.g004
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predictions: total community infection by ETa among all hosts

increased when snails were ‘‘added’’ to tadpoles (R16 vs. RH, RP,

or RHP; Figure 3), and was about the same or somewhat less

when snails ‘‘replaced’’ tadpoles (RHP, RH, or RP vs. R48;

Figure 3, grey bars).

For RO, snails were not competent hosts, and adding them to

the community was expected to change infection little, unless they

1) reduced encounter rates between RO and Rana tadpoles by

absorbing cercariae (i.e. acting as decoys), 2) altered tadpole

behavior, or 3) altered tadpole survival through resource

competition (i.e. susceptible host regulation sensu [9]). Previous

experiments with trematode cercariae and miracidia (another free-

swimming larval stage that needs to find hosts) suggest many taxa

can serve as effective decoys [47], distracting larval trematodes

from finding and infecting their primary target species. We found

that total RO infections were insensitive to changes in snail species

presence. However, the high tank-to-tank variability in RO

infection success, even within treatments, tempers our ability to

confidently declare a lack of response to treatments.

Now, if we consider these expectations and main results, we can

start to see how difficult it will be to quantitatively predict changes

in transmission with changes in real host communities. For

example, the dilution effect can be driven by encounter reduction

[9,64] - a numerical reduction in available infective agents because

alternative hosts or decoys absorb these infective stages before a

more competent host can become infected. Here, the per-capita

infection of Rana tadpoles by ETa was not changed by adding

alternative hosts (e.g., comparing ‘‘Rana’’ bars in R16 vs. RHP or

R24 vs. RH/RP in Figure 3). Our results suggest that even when

alternative hosts are in fact intercepting parasites they still may not
necessarily reduce total infection for a focal host.

These surprising results may be a function of the high density

and limited mobility of these parasites, and their general low

likelihood of successfully infecting a host. For example, if one

imagines a large habitat with parasites of limited mobility initially

uniformly distributed in space, then in many areas of the habitat

the parasites have no chance of finding a host when host density is

low. Adding more host individuals, that are also distributed in

space, puts more parasites within ‘‘reach’’ of finding a host, at least

until some host density at which all parasites can find hosts. In our

experiment, cercariae all emerged from a single point source in the

middle of the tanks (caged, infected snails), and presumably slowly

dispersed in search of a host.

Johnson et al. [65] found a reduction in total infection of RO

when non-competent Hyla treefrog tadpoles were experimentally

substituted for competent Bufo toad tadpoles. Total community

infection was not reported in that study when competent Rana
tadpoles were substituted for half of the Bufo tadpoles, but given

that total infection among Bufo tadpoles was unchanged, and

Rana tadpoles presumably carried some cysts as they are

susceptible to RO, total community-wide infection probably

increased with diversity in that experiment. Thus, even among

very similar disease systems, the outcomes of altered host diversity

and abundances will depend critically on individual species traits.

The good news is that these superficially disparate results –

reduced, unchanged, or augmented transmission - are all at least

qualitatively predictable given knowledge of the host species

densities and competencies. Indeed, several studies have recently

advanced the theoretical basis for understanding these complex

interactions between species diversity, host abundance and

competency, and pathogen transmission dynamics that likely

result in variable disease outcomes in natural systems [4,66].

Greater tadpole infection at higher intraspecific density
As tadpole density increased, the total number of ETa parasites

successfully encysted increased, as did the per-capita infection

intensity (Figure 2, top row). The trend was similar for RO

parasites, with nominally greater total cysts and slightly greater

per-capita infection with higher tadpole densities, though we

cannot be very confident in that pattern statistically. These results

differ somewhat from previous findings. Johnson et al. [65] found

greater total RO parasite numbers in treatments with higher

density of Bufo tadpoles, but equivalent (and trending towards

lower) per-capita infection intensity. Because there were no

significant treatment effects on tadpole survival, mass, or parasite

prevalence (proportion of hosts infected), the possible explanations

for our results are narrowed. For example, Dare et al. [67] found

Rana pipiens tadpoles were smaller, slower to metamorphose, and

ultimately more heavily infected by the trematode Manodistomum
syntomentera Stafford 1905 when raised at higher intraspecific

densities. Similarly, Raffel et al. [68] found greater ETa infection

in Bufo tadpoles at higher densities, and inferred that this was

from reduced growth and longer maturation time due to resource

competition, i.e. staying longer in the pond before metamorphosis

meant greater exposure to parasites. We found similar patterns

between intraspecific density and infection intensity, but without

the possibility for the mechanisms these investigators posited, as

none of our animals reached metamorphosis and escaped further

parasitism.

We postulate several mechanisms that could explain increased

per-capita infection of Rana tadpoles at higher density. One

possibility is that higher host density cues the release of more

cercariae from infected snails [32,33]. This seems unlikely to us as

infected snails were rotated among tanks on a daily basis, and thus

were subject to cues from many different treatments. An additional

mechanism which by itself would be insufficient to explain the

pattern, but may have contributed, is that increasing host density

might increase the per-capita success rate of parasites by reducing

the ratio of parasites to hosts. Poulin [34] reported a non-linear,

density-dependence in trematode parasite success rate, including

for Echinostomes, among infection experiments; namely, that as

parasite density (or ‘‘dose’’) decreases, and the parasite to host

ratio decreases, per-capita parasite success increases. This

increased success could occur at lower per-capita cercarial doses

because there are not enough parasites to induce anti-parasite

behavior or a strong immune response, both of which are

important amphibian responses that can limit trematode infection

[69–71]. Physiological responses to increased host density itself

might also result in similar effects on behavior and immune

responses. However, given that we did not see density effects on

tadpole survival or mass, two of the most common impacts of

density in tadpoles, we think an effect of density on physiology is

less likely in this case.

Larger tadpoles had greater infection
The pattern of higher infection intensity by ETa in larger

tadpoles (Figure 2) may have been caused by several mechanisms.

First, larger individuals may be larger ‘‘targets’’ for actively-

swimming and chemo-orienting trematode cercariae. Alternative-

ly, individuals that are heavily parasitized may have increased

mass due to pathological edema [62] resulting in water retention.

Lastly, all tadpoles may have acquired cercariae at equal rates, but

smaller individuals may have been more likely to die from the

infection. The sharp delineation of intense infections above and

below 0.37 g (see Figure 2) supports this last mechanism, and this

size cut-off corresponds with differences in pathology from
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uniform experimental infections noted by Schotthoeffer et al. [37]

among tadpoles of varying developmental stage.

Interactions among trematode species
We found a negative relationship between infection intensity of

ETa and RO at the level of individual tadpoles. Johnson and

Buller [46] found a similar pattern in experimental infections – the

addition of RO cercariae reduced ET metacercariae by ,20%

while the addition of ET reduced RO metacercariae by ,30%.

They posited that these reductions were mediated through host

immune responses. A similar mechanism may have operated here,

but we can’t rule out the possibility that the negative relationship

was generated as an artifact of our experimental design: having

either RO or ETa infected snails in a tank at any one time (though

hosts experienced both throughout the experiment).

Future directions
As we think about how our experimental results apply to natural

systems, we must consider how density of these hosts might

actually vary across gradients of host diversity. Given the nature of

the ETa system and the particular host species, a modest degree of

density substitution is likely as host diversity increases, as all three

hosts feed on attached algae and detritus; other species of snails

and tadpoles are known competitors [72,73]. However, Bronmark

et al. [74] showed that while tadpoles can negatively affect snail

reproduction and growth, snails can facilitate tadpole growth and

development. Kiesecker and Skelly [75] found gray tree frogs

(Hyla versicolor LeConte 1825) chose to lay more eggs in artificial

ponds without snails, and especially without snails infected with

trematodes. Clearly then, how communities of these hosts

assemble in terms of density may be very complex. Moreover,

the interactions between more taxonomically and functionally

disparate host species like those used here (tadpoles and snails) for

ETa may be quite different than those among more functionally

similar species of a single taxa, like the amphibian communities

described by Johnson et al. [26].

Together, host diversity, density, and competence interact to

determine community-wide parasite transmission; the relationship

between species diversity and parasitism will depend on the traits

of the particular species involved. Moving forward, the greatest

progress will likely come from studies that determine under what

conditions and with what community structure we see particularly

strong or weak effects of diversity on parasite transmission, rather

than attempts to confirm or contradict the dilution effect per se.

Expanding the range of host-parasite systems for which we

understand the relationship between community assembly order

and host competence should be a research priority.
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